
This book delineates the circumstances under which King encountered various readings (Kant, Socrates, Nietzsche) and thus reveals the philosophical and religious underpinnings of King’s non-violent approach to human rights and civil activism. Additional coverage includes the evolution of Dr. King’s philosophy as well as elucidating his responses to other activists and civil movements.


This article discusses the cultural ramifications of the King Corporation’s administration of media rights to Dr. King’s iconic speech. Additionally, circumstance of the “Dream” speech are given some coverage, and the speech is compared and contrasted to Lincoln’s “Gettysburg Address” in terms of cultural evolution and lasting impact.


This article chronicles the struggles of the enlightened Black citizenry of the Richmond, Virginia’s suburban outpost, Henrico County to force their local school district to afford the MLK Holiday the same rights and recognitions that commemorations for White historical figures received.